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For all materials and all apparatus is it usually necessary to specify details that make it possible
for other researchers to replicate your study. These details should be given the first time a
material, device, apparatus or technical system is mentioned—usually in the Materials (or
Patients) and Methods section of a manuscript.
1. The model name and number (or just the name or just the number, depending on the brand
name of the product). Please pay attention to capital and small letters, spaces and hyphens. This
is very easy to check on the manufacturer's website. Many products have similar names, and an
error could have serious consequences for the patients.
2. After the name of the product, the other information about the manufacturer or supplier
should appear in parentheses.
3. First, give the exact name of the manufacturer. Please pay attention to capital and small
letters, spaces and hyphens. It is not necessary to mention "Inc" or "Ltd" or "Gmbh" or
"Company" or "Co" in the name of the manufacturer.
4. Then give the name of the city where the manufacturer is located.
5. Then give the abbreviation for the state (2 capital letters, see below) if the manufacturer is in
the USA. For example, NY means New York, CA means California, NC means North
Carolina, etc.
6. Then give the name of the country where the manufacturer is located. If the manufacturer
has different offices or distributors in different parts of the world, please mention the office of
the manufacturer or distributor that actually supplied the material to your laboratory or center.
7. If the same manufacturer at the same city and country is repeated for a different material, it
is only necessary to mention the name of the product followed by the name of the manufacturer
(in parentheses) without repeating the city and country.
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Abbreviations of the names of the states in the USA
Source: http://www.yourdictionary.com/dictionary-articles/state-abbrev.html
Alabama: AL

Louisiana: LA

Ohio: OH

Alaska: AK

Maine: ME

Oklahoma: OK

Arizona: AZ

Maryland: MD

Oregon: OR

Arkansas: AR

Massachusetts: MA

Pennsylvania: PA

California: CA

Michigan: MI

Rhode Island: RI

Colorado: CO

Minnesota: MN

South Carolina: SC

Connecticut: CT

Mississippi: MS

South Dakota: SD

Delaware: DE

Missouri: MO

Tennessee: TN

Florida: FL

Montana: MT

Texas: TX

Georgia: GA

Nebraska: NE

Utah: UT

Hawaii: HI

Nevada: NV

Vermont: VT

Idaho: ID

New Hampshire: NH

Virginia: VA

Illinois: IL

New Jersey: NJ

Washington: WA

Indiana: IN

New Mexico: NM

West Virginia: WV

Iowa: IA

New York: NY

Wisconsin: WI

Kansas: KS

North Carolina: NC

Wyoming: WY

Kentucky: KY

North Dakota: ND
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